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present invention relates generally to microwave heating and, more specifically, to a probe assembly suitable for use in
material handling and material processing applications. Electromagnetic microwave energy, with its fast heating and
fast dissipation characteristics, has found increasingly widespread use in heating various types of materials. Typical

applications for microwave heating involve heating food for cooking, defrosting food, heating components of a plastic
mold, heating a molten material for molding into a desired product, heating a predetermined region of a workpiece of
large mass such as a cutting blade of a cutting torch, etc. In each of these and other applications, microwave heating

can be used to accelerate the heating and defrosting of a material or to increase the efficiency of a heating process. In
addition, a number of materials have been found to be sensitive to microwave heating, and microwave heating has been
found to be especially efficient in the heating of materials having a small quantity of water therein. A particular material
which has found wide spread use in microwave heating applications is powdered starch, and specifically aqueous starch

paste. The process of feeding a high viscosity powdery mixture through a feeding port, particularly when the mixture
may vary in viscosity, can be difficult. In addition, the material being fed may become sticky and/or clump together in

the feeding port, causing blockage and consequent starvation
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hooves and wheels to move a vehicle. Still, when we're talking about machines used to create more machines, we're

thinking of the steam, water and motor-driven turbines that convert chemical energy into mechanical energy. Take, for
instance, the 13-foot-wide, 210,000-horsepower Mercer P-51A "Hollywood" Mustang that virtually destroyed every

known record and broke almost every world speed record from the time it was invented in 1937 to the time it hit the
road at the California State Fair on April 28, 1951, only a few months before the British closed the flying bomb door.
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Then, in the late 1940s, the U.S. Navy turned that single radial-engine aircraft into a flying carrier for missiles, creating
the nation's first true fighter-bombers. Or the Niagara chute at the Glenmore Reservoir in 1944, where a mere 10,000
gallons of water in three-foot-high cascades, crashing with the impact of a 90,000-pound truck crashing 6d1f23a050
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